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 “This is one summer camp where 
we won’t pretend it’s not going to end. 
We give you what it is; it’s a moment 
of camp, with the end not just in sight, 

but also in practice!”
             – Camp Solong Recruiting Jargon 

Camp Solong is an activated sculptural instal-
lation created by Dafna Maimon and Ethan 
Hayes-Chute. The piece includes the building 
of an open-air cabin structure as well as host-
ing a three-day, overnight summer camp for 
adults. The summer camp, in this iteration, was 
located in the garden of Kunstverein Braunsch-
weig and was host to six previously-unknown 
campers chosen through an open call, who 
all shared the common denominator of hav-
ing experienced a recent loss. Together with 
the camp’s two counselors (the creators), the 
campers joined together for a program focused 
on the emotional labor arising from the very 
universal task of saying “goodbye”. Campers 
took part in performance exercises, awareness 
assignments, breathing and stretching classes, 
craft workshops, cooking, games and “directed 
playing”. At the end of full days, the campers 
found themselves back in their own bunk bed, 
each placed closely together within the cabin 

structure, easily within arm’s reach of their 
fellow campers.



Camp Solong counselors, Ethan & Dafna, wear many hats 
while organizing the camp experience.

Here they are seen recruiting potential campers, 
providing them with convincing brochures while 
answering any questions the public may have, 

with a soft bedside manner.



Overnight summer camps 
originated in America in the late 1880s as 
part of a back-to-nature trend that devel-
oped in reaction to growing industrializa-
tion of the cities and the home. There was a 
worry among the elites that boys were losing 
their masculinity due to the comforts of the 
newly “feminised homes”, and needed to be 
brought back to nature by placing them into 
a kind of staged “wilderness”. The first sum-
mer camps, much like the Boy Scouts, based 
much of their programs and focus on routines 
and exercises borrowed from military regimes. 
Even though soon after summer camps were 
developed for girls as well, this “masculine 
and military-influenced” starting point is still 
worth looking back at and questioned. One 
of Camp Solong’s main goals is to rethink 
that approach from an opposite and femi-
nist perspective. What if summer camps had, 
from the very beginning, been about fostering 
emotional and somatic well being; empathy, 

equality, rest, play and catharsis?



At Camp Solong, campers need to bring little besides themselves. 
They are provided with a camp uniform, appropriate for both hot 
and cool weather. Everyone is given three camper’s meals per day, 
tempting beverages, and their own bunk equipped with a mattress 

and  of course, a personal shelf.

Sleep comes easy over the three nights at camp in these cozy-comfy bunks!





Campers lunching and making tools for various 
BBQ-Related adventures



Mobile phones, tablets and any kind of computers are relinquished upon the campers arrival. This allows the camp-
ers to stay fully present, eliminating outside distractions. The campers are, however, provided with disposable ana-
logue cameras to capture their personal experiences as they see fit. 





Bunkmates engaging in Deconstructive-Reconstruction 
and Emotional Trash-Binning Exercises.

Campers take care of themselves, 
and each other, in a harmonious 
division of labor that takes place 

effortlessly.

Grounds-keeping, washing 
up, fire-tending and food 

preparation are just a small 
selection of the available, 

yet necessary, tasks while at 
Camp Solong



The daily-scheduled Self-Conscious-Napping is one of Camp Solong’s most-valued activities.





Camp Solong cares about its campers in many ways. Many 
people live in a permanent haze as far as non-verbal experience 

is concerned. Their awareness is therefore dominated by an over-
powering amount of verbal thinking. Some even understand their 
own verbalizing as being the full extent of reality. To exercise a 

deeper sense of awareness, and self understanding, Camp Solong 
borrows exercises from Gestalt-therapy, and provides the campers 

with assignments challenging their perception and senses to 
extremes. 

Here, campers are expressing their external and internal aware-
nesses out-loud in a fluid, non-stop, accelerated thought process, 

leading them into new territories of selfhood.





Campers were asked to keep track of the 
emotional-muck they were shedding, and other 

camp-related reflections in their private notebooks. 

  Upon the completions of camp, the notebooks were collected 
by the counselors for their public archives.



At Camp Solong, each day 
is filled with engaging 
activities: Power-Whittling;
Dirt-Earth Soul-Searching, 
for example, and, naturally, 
a fundraising Car Wash.



Many exercises at Camp Solong ended with the assignment of giving a massage to a 
fellow camper, providing soulful time to connect with each others bodies, and their own.





Safety First!



While campers were required to stay within camp boundaries for the 
duration of camp, a few excursions were made, with proper supervision.
Here, the campers are making a beverage run to the local gas station.







Sunsets by the fireside are a daily occurrence.



The every-evening occurring “Goodbye-to-Day” ritual was 
accompanied by wild chants and frisky mantras.



The theme of saying “goodbye” is a reflection on the times we are living in, where the 
“project” has become a dominating structure for most of life, including work, arts, re-
lationships, fitness, and so on, and has in many ways surpassed the element of process. 
The de-territorialization of work and knowledge, the diminishing of religion, traditions 
and rituals, has created an era in which most things and even relationships are much 
shorter lived than they used to be just a few generations ago. 

This has led to an increased amount of “goodbyes” in contemporary life, which, are 
little talked about. Unfortunately there are few tools and even less time to deal with 
the emotional effects these “goodbyes” have on people. Camp Solong acknowledges 
this condition and brings it into a central place of the experience from the beginning 
on, while exercising different aspects of it and creating tools to deal with it. 

Perhaps ironically, yet fortunately, the deliberate 
intensity of a condensed “goodbye-themed”
summer camp creates long-term effects on those 
who take part. As tools, skills and experiences are 
provided that can be accessed in the future, it is in 
fact initiating a largely organic and holistic 
on-going process of self-development.





Camp Solong is an on-going process by Dafna Maimon & Ethan Hayes-Chute     
Session 2016 Campers:
 Atlantis – Renen Itzhaki
 Buster – Robert Powell
 Dodo – Zoë Claire Miller
 Early Bird – Adriane Herman
 Flip – Philip Nürnberger
 M-D – Marie-Delphine Rauhut

Camp Photography By Mike Terry               
Additional photos by Ethan Hayes-Chute,
Dafna Maimon, Nele Kaczmarek
and Peter Sierigk and the Campers.
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